SMOKE-WE SMOKE SENSOR

The ultimate firefighter
Alerting anyone to the presence of smoke
Where there is smoke, there is a risk to life, and the SMOKE-WE
is ready to raise the alarm to protect people, pets and properties.
Easy to install and a simple upsell to any Pyronix security system,
the SMOKE-WE delivers safety and convenience, with the capability
of HomeControl+ App push notifications and more.

www.pyronix.com

SMOKE-WE SMOKE SENSOR
120mm

120mm

SMOKE-WE

Partcode

Sensor Types
Smoke detector

P

Key Features
Button sensor test

P

LED sensor test

P

Front and rear tamper protection

P

3V lithium battery included

1x CR123A

1.5V alkaline battery included



Signal Strength Indicators (SSI)

P

Minimum battery life (years)

Be in control with full low battery supervision
When the battery is running low the SMOKE-WE
will begin to chirp once every 32 seconds, as well
as send a signal to the control panel to report
the issue. If the user has a HomeControl+ App
connected to the system, they will also receive a
push notification to draw their attention to the
problem.
Rest with reassurance thanks to the manual
test button
With a simple press of a button it is easy to verify
the battery status to ensure that the SMOKE-WE
is still alarm operational and ready to detect any
smoke.
Loud & obvious alarms with local sounder & LEDs
The SMOKE-WE has a built-in 85dB local sounder
and flashing red LED lights that provide a clear
and obvious alarm when smoke is present.
Stay safe with tamper protection
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Warranty

2 years

Certifications
Electrical conformity

CE

EN50131

n/a

Environmental class

n/a

Self-certified
Specialist certification

n/a
EN 14604:2005+AC:2008

Faster installation, less invasion, upsell opportunities & the
same superior security with two-way wireless technology
• No wires, no fuss
As the system is fully wireless there is no need to run
wiring by lifting floorboards or moving furniture, saving
you time and money.
• One-Push-To-Learn
A feature in all Enforcer wireless devices that means
learning them onto the system can be done in seconds. A
simple one button learning feature for easy installation.
• Signal Strength Indicators (SSI)
SSI in all Enforcer wireless devices allow them to be
optimally positioned during installation, without the need
to refer back to the panel.

If the housing of the SMOKE-WE is not fitted
properly during the initial installation, or after a
battery change, the rear tamper will trigger to
alert that it is not fitted correctly.
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